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The article reviews the possibility of using the hydrostatic generators of oscillators with nonlinear power 

elements (elastic shells) as part of the structures of various test benches in the field of mechanical tests for 

vibration strength and vibration resistance, as well as when testing with external and internal pressure. The 

hydrostatic generator of non-periodic pressure impulses for engineering products testing is a new patented 

technical solution in the field of testing machines. The ratios of the angular velocities of the shafts, which provides 

the movement of the operating fluid into the actuator of the test bench in the form of a non-periodic function and 

with impulses varying in amplitude in a random manner were obtained. It makes a continuous and non-repetitive 

sequence of pressure impulses and corresponds to the operation of the tested objects in real conditions. The 

random nature of the amplitudes settings is provided by signals controlled from electric generators through 

controlled hydraulic valves. The development of a hydrostatic generator with a power element in the form of an 

elastic shell is represented by a hydromechanical diagram of a generator of non-periodic pressure impulses with 

corresponding kinematic and dynamic dependencies. In addition, there were developed three hydro-mechanical 

systems with the use of a new hydrostatic generator for engineering products testing both for mechanical random 

vibration and for testing the external and internal pressure of engineering objects that operate in such conditions. 

The result of the research is the expansion of the range of systems and methods for the test processes 

implementation under random non-periodic force effects on various engineering objects. 
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Introduction 

The vibration damage on mechanisms, hydraulic and pneumatic devices, electronic and radio relay 

devices, on-board computers and other mechanical and electrical devices is due to the resonance phenomena. 

The dynamic loads arising in this case lead to functions disorder and mechanical breakdowns of structural 

elements of such devices: wire breakage, leakage, short circuits, electrical contacts breakdown, breakdown of 

various frames, racks, brackets, etc. [1-3]. About 70% of failures of such and similar products in mechanical 

engineering are the results of vibration [3-10]. The use of hydrostatic generator of oscillators with nonlinear 

power elements (elastic shells) in the structure of testing and a number of technological machines makes it 

possible to implement a variety of controlled processes. Such dynamic systems are used, for example, in 

technological processes of vibration transportation and vibration segregation of bulk materials [1], in the 

systems for dynamic damping of harmful vibrations [2]. They are very promising in the field of engineering 

products testing for vibration strength and vibration resistance [11-13]. 

At present, many technical instruments and devices are being developed for various underwater 

technical objects, which require testing of a large number of instruments and apparatus at high external 

pressure with variable pulses [14-19]. This is a new application of the developed hydro-mechanical systems 

for mechanical effect testing, as well as external and internal variable pressure impulses [20, 21]. 

The purpose of the research is to synthesize a hydrostatic generator with a power element in the form of 

an elastic shell to create non-periodic pressure impulses for different type’s machines testing. 

1. Hydrostatic generator of non-periodic pressure impulses 

To create non-periodic pressure pulses, there are power section and a control system in the hydrostatic 

generator (Fig. 1). The basis of the power section is an elastic shell 1 (high pressure hydraulic hose), clamped 

between the plates of the plungers 2 and screw pairs 3, and fixed in the generator housing. On one side (top), 

a connection fitting is inserted into it, by which the generator is connected to the hydraulic line of the 
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operating mechanism, and on the other (below) – a high-pressure valve 4 with a conical shut-off element, 

which, if necessary, provides a hermetic shut-off of the hydraulic line of the regulated pump 5. When the 

valve 4 is open, a given volume of operating fluid is pumped through the shell per unit time. The pump valve 

5 provides adjustment of the pressure in the shell and the hydraulic system of the actuator. 

Eccentrics 6 with equal eccentricities are located between the pairs of plungers. Rolling bearings 7 are 

placed on the surfaces of the eccentricities. With the "neutral" position of the eccentrics (see the left and right 

pairs of plungers), there is a minimum clearance between the ends of the plungers and the bearings, which 

excludes simultaneous contact of the eccentric with two plungers at once. 
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Fig.1. Hydromechanical diagram of the hydrostatic generator. 

 

Gears 8, 9 and 10 are fixed on the eccentric shafts, which are in engaged with each other, while the ratio 

of the numbers of teeth of the gears 8 and 9, as well as the ratio of the numbers of teeth 9 and 10, are infinite 

non-periodic fractions, for example: 
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Obviously, the angular speeds of the gears will also be related 
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This is a key feature of the generator, since from the moment of its first start-up, such a relative position 

of the eccentrics, as shown in Fig. 1, will no longer be repeated, however, like any other of their relative 

position. 

The drive of the eccentric gears is carried out through the drive gear 11, rotating at an angular speed ω, 

connected to the gear 8 and the shaft of the hydraulic motor 12. The drive gear has a flywheel on its shaft, 

which eliminates the pulsation of the angular velocity of rotation. The hydraulic motor 12 through the gear 

system provides the reciprocating movement of the plungers and the operation of the generator. The 

hydraulic motor is driven by a variable pump 13 equipped with a safety valve. Hydraulic systems of the 

generator both in the power section and in the control system are shown in a simplified manner. 

The shell in each pair of plunger-screw has a preliminary compression h. Preliminary compression can 

be changed by turning the screws 3 in the range hmax…hmim using rotary hydraulic cylinders 14. The rotary 

hydraulic cylinders 14 are controlled by on-off valves 15. On-off valves 15 are controlled by generators of 

random signals (not shown in Fig. 1). The maximum duration of the signals t income at the valve coils is due 

to by the time required for a complete rotation of the shaft of any of the hydraulic cylinders 14. But it can 

decrease randomly, like the very alternation of these signals. The operating fluid is supplied to the hydraulic 

line 16 from the unregulated pump 17 in such way that it is enough for the simultaneous operation of all 

rotary hydraulic cylinders for a time t. But such a coincidence when simultaneously all generators of random 

signals produce a signal with a maximum duration of t is extremely unlikely. At any arbitrary period of time, 

the pump flow is excessive. Therefore, it is equipped with an overflow valve 18, which transfers excess 

operating fluid to the tank. 

Due to the abovementioned minimum clearance between the ends of the plungers and the bearings of 

the eccentrics, the operating stroke of each plunger (up and down) and the displacement of the liquid from 

the shell correspond to the rotation of the eccentric by 165...170°. Thus, if the preliminary compression of 

the shell h on any of the plungers does not change and has a maximum value of hmax, then the minimum 

volume of the operating fluid wmim  displaced by it will be repeated with each revolution of the corresponding 

eccentric (Fig. 2). In this case, a pause takes place along the abscissa axis ω1∙t (upper plunger). The operating 

stroke of the opposite (lower) plunger is performed antiphase and there is also a pause in this movement. 
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Fig. 2. Intervals between the volume impulses at different degrees of compression of the elastic shell 

 

Thus, one period is equal to the time of one revolution of the eccentric and is a sum of four pauses tр 

and the time td for displacing the volume w, which corresponds to one pressure impulse: 

 

Т = tр + td, 
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but it can vary over a wide range by changing the feed of the variable pump 13, and the angular speed of 

rotation of the driving generator gears 11 (Fig. 1). Let us consider another key element of the hydrostatic 

generator. It is the ability to regulate the volume of the operating fluid displaced from the shell w by 

changing the upfront pressure build up h. 

Let us introduce the concept of the kinematic characteristic of the elastic shell, which is the main power 

part of the generator of non-periodic impulses. The full volume of pump 5 (Fig.) 1 is passed through the 

elastic shell. The elastic shell together with the plungers, provide a non-periodic supply of volumes of 

operating fluid and make it possible to control their value. The kinematic characteristic is the dependence of 

the displaced volume w on the relative radial deformation of the shell x (see the shell section Fig. 1) without 

taking into account the effect of pressure. 

The indicated dependence is quadratic, so omitting the intermediate formulas, we write: 
2

1 2 ,w а х а х      (5) 

where а1 and а2 are the coefficients of the kinematic characteristics that determine the range of regulation of 

the amplitude W of the displaced volume (Fig. 2): 
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where B is the length of the compressed section of the shell, d is its outer diameter, which does not change 

with the increasing of internal pressure, h is the preliminary compression set by screws 3 (Fig. 1). 

The limits of variation of the parameter h have design constraints: 

hmax = d – e,    (8) 

hmin = d – 0.5d0 + е,    (9) 

where d0 is the inner diameter of the shell. 

Thus, the larger the standard size of the shell (high pressure hose), the wider the range of regulation of 

the amplitude W of the displaced volume. In addition, when pressure increases, the inner diameter increases 

as well, and this expands the h regulation range. 

Moreover, only in the «neutral» (initial) state their phase positions will be equal: 

φ1 = φ3 = φ2 = 0, 

and with the beginning of rotation, the phase relations will change and during a very long time interval t the 

ratio of the current values: 
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remain infinite non-periodic fractions. 

Obviously, time between pressure and volume impulses generated by the plungers are never exactly the 

same because the ratios of the angular velocities of the eccentrics are expressed in infinite periodic decimal 

fractions. Therefore, the total volume of liquid displaced by all plungers is a non-periodic (random) sequence 

of impulses. The estimated graph of the total liquid volume random time changes are shown in Figure 3. The 

graph shows the possible behavior of the operational liquid displaced by the plungers at one period. 
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Fig. 3. Graph shows the frequency at which the volume of liquid displaced from the elastic shell of the generator 

of non-periodic pressure impulses 
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The period corresponds to the full revolution of the eccentric which rotates with the angular velocity ω1. 

In the next period, the impulse sequence will be different. Harmonic analysis of such sequences gives a 

continuous spectrum of harmonics, which is constantly changing in the ratio of amplitudes and frequencies 

over time [20]. 

2. The use of generator in testing machines. 

A large number of failures in mechanical engineering products are caused by vibration that occurs 

during the operation of their own power plants, from transport vibration and other reasons. At the same time, 

heavy dynamic loads can lead to functional disorder of hydromechanical, pneumatic, electrohydraulic and 

similar devices (vibrostability loss) as well as to mechanical breakage of structural elements of such devices 

(vibration strength loss). Before these products will be sent into mass production, they must be tested under 

extreme conditions [22-28]. 

There are several methods to test for vibration: 

 the method of gradual increase of excitation frequency; 

 the method of amplitude-modulated oscillations, etc. 

The best effect is given by the tests carried out in a random vibration mode [19, 20], since any technical 

object and its elements vibrate at a spectrum of natural frequencies resonating to the continuous spectrum of 

the harmonics of the exciting impulses . 

Figure 4 shows a simplified hydraulic diagram of a bench for technical products testing for 

vibrostability and vibration strength with a hydrostatic generator of non-periodic pressure impulses 1. A 

hydraulic motor 2 and an adjustable pump 3 rotate its eccentrics. 
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Fig.4. Hydraulic diagram of the bench for testing the technical objects 

Pump 4 is designed to fill the generator, hydraulic lines connected with it and the actuator – hydraulic 

cylinder 5. When a set initial pressure is reached, the pump is turned off, and the hydraulic lines are closed 

with sealed valves 6 and 7. After starting the generator, the pressure impulses enter the piston holes and 

cause random oscillations of the hydraulic cylinder table. The test object 8 (TO) is fixed on the hydraulic 

cylinder table. The hydraulic and pneumatic accumulator 9 maintains an average pressure, compensating for 

leaks of the operating fluid in the rod end of the hydraulic cylinder, and the pressure gauge 10 serves to 

control the average pressure Рav. 

To eliminate the influence of the impedance of the actuator moving part, its natural frequency should be 

beyond the frequency range covered, and the stiffness of the oscillatory system, determined mainly by the 

volumes of fluid contained in the both hydraulic cylinder holes: 
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should be maximum (сsp is the total stiffness of the springs, F is the area of the piston, E is the elastic 

modulus of the fluid, W0 is the volume of fluid in the holes of the hydraulic cylinder and adjacent lines). 

The volume of the piston holes of the hydraulic cylinder and the volumes of the hydraulic lines should 

be minimized in design, and the natural frequency of oscillations of the hydraulic cylinder table f0, taking 

into account the added mass of the test object, should exceed the upper limit of the frequency range fmax by at 

least an order of magnitude: 
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where m is the mass of the moving parts of the hydraulic cylinder, mои is the mass of the test object. 

Not only mechanical vibration can lead to failures of elements of hydraulic systems of machines and 

equipment, but also pressure pulsation that occurs when external loads are abruptly removed from the 

operating equipment of machines, when occurs hydraulic shocks of various origins, with the occurrence of 

resonant vibrations in hydraulic devices, etc. Hydraulic jump and non-periodic sequences of pressure 

impulses as mechanical factors can lead to dynamic loads. They can cause not only failure of normal 

functioning (vibrostability loss) and even mechanical failure of such elements (vibration strength loss). 

A special bench based on a hydrostatic generator of non-periodic pressure impulse which is shown in 

Fig.5, can be used for testing hydraulic devices, hydraulic panels, hydraulic units, as well as high-pressure 

hoses when loaded with pulsating pressure. 
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Fig.5. Hydraulic diagram of the bench for testing of the technical products by internal pressure. 

 

Analogically to the described above test bench, the present one also operates with one main power unit 

that is also the hydrostatic generator 1. The generator is connected to rotary hydraulic cylinders and 

electrohydraulic valves are included in the hydraulic control system. The hydraulic motor 2, which is 

connected to the pump 3, rotates the generator eccentrics. There is a pump 4 that fills the generator, hydraulic 

lines and the connected test object, but it also creates a flow of operating fluid under the operating pressure 

of the test object created by the back-up valve 5. When valve 6 is opened, the flow of high pressure operating 

fluid is passed through line 7 to the technical product under test. The flow of operating fluid subjects it to a 

continuous sequence of non-periodic impulses. The impulses are formed during the operation of the 

generator. Pressure gauge 8 controls the pressure level. 

During the tests, the constant operation must be provided for the hydraulic distributor, valve, hydraulic 

lock, or a set of elements of the hydraulic panel or valve body as an integral unit and the same ways as in 

normal conditions. In recent years, different equipment for submersible operation is developed and, in 

particular, unmanned submersible vehicles that perform many different tasks. It requires a large number of 

instruments and equipment – optical, lighting, speed and pressure sensors and many others, which must 

undergo a set of pressure tests [3, 29]. 
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There is a bench shown in Figure 6. That bench is design to put pressure on submersible equipment on 

the conditions of constant sequence of non-periodic impulses. It allows to carry out dynamic tests of the 

mentioned submersible devices and equipment for hermiticity, strength and stability of operating parameters 

under conditions of chaotically changing dynamic pressure of the environment. 
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Fig.6. Hydraulic diagram of the test bench for testing technical devices by external pressure 

 

When the eccentrics of the hydrostatic generator 1 is rotated by the hydraulic motor 2 and the pump 3, 

then a continuous sequence of non-periodic pressure impulses is created in the test chamber 4, where the TO 

test object is located, against the background of constant pressure created by the pump 5. Pump 5 pre-fills 

chamber 4, creating the required static pressure in it and turns off. Valves 6 and 7 provide seal the chamber, 

and the hydraulic and pneumatic accumulator 8 maintains a constantly maintains pressure at average value in 

the chamber, compensating for pressure leaks. Valve 9 is to release air when filling the test chamber. The 

signal processing system contains pressure sensors 10 and 11. Since the angular velocities of the eccentrics 

are related as infinite periodic decimal fractions (3 and 4), the phase angles of the eccentrics of the generator, 

figure 1 will never be equal.  

The sequences of impulses generated by the plungers are added so that the total fluid volume which is 

compressed in the test chamber 4, figure 6 will change in the same way as shown in figure 3.  If we consider 

the fluid elasticity modulus k (N/m2) to be free of pressure, then a gas free fluid [30] equation will look as 

follow 

0 ,
р

k w
w


       (11) 

where w0 is the initial fluid volume in the test chamber at the initial average pressure Рav, Δp is the change in 

dynamic pressure relative to the initial one caused by the total fluid volume wΣ entering the test chamber. 

It follows from the formula (11) that in order to achieve maximum pressure impulses, the initial volume 

w0, as well as the volume of all hydraulic lines approaching the test chamber, should be minimal. According 

to the signal waveform alteration passing from the sensor 10 to the measuring and processing system of 

vibration signal with a constant signal waveform from the pressure sensor 11 it is possible to diagnose the 

test object. Also it is possible to diagnose them by using spectral analysis data. 

Conclusions 

In the result of our work we have created a new patented technical solution in the field of testing 

machines - a hydrostatic generator of non-periodic pressure impulses. While creating the hydrostatic 

generator of non-periodic pressure impulses, we also developed an alternative concept of hydrostatic 

generators to generate non-periodic pressure impulses and mechanical effects in the form of random 
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vibration on various test objects, such as hydraulic and pneumatic devices, electronic and radio relay devices, 

on-board computers and other technical devices. 

During the tests we have obtained the ratios of the angular velocities of the shafts, which provide the 

movement of the operating fluid into the actuator of the test bench in the form of a non-periodic function 

which impulses varying in amplitude in a random manner. It produces a continuous and non-repetitive 

sequence of pressure impulses and corresponds to the operation of the tested objects in real conditions. The 

random nature of the amplitudes settings is provided by the signals controlled from electric generators 

through controlled hydraulic valves. The random nature of the amplitudes settings is provided by signals 

controlled from electric generators through controlled hydraulic valves. 

In addition, there were obtained the kinematic and dynamic dependencies for the developed hydro-

mechanical systems using a new hydrostatic generator. The new hydrostatic generator is designed to test 

engineering objects for both mechanical random vibration and external and internal pressure tests of those 

objects that operate in such conditions. In our research and tests resulted the expansion of the range of 

systems and methods for the implementation of test processes under random non-periodic force effects on 

various engineering objects. 
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